
!e activities submission is our "rst chance to get to know you. In this section, we’re hoping to learn more about 
the impact you’ve made, the leadership experience you’ve gained, and the skills you’ve developed. We'll pay close 
attention to how you demonstrate critical thinking, problem solving, self-awareness, and mission alignment.

Connect your experiences to working at a startup. 
We’re looking for instances when you were self-
directed or entrepreneurial, where you took on a 
leadership role, or where you learned skills you can 
apply to a business setting. Examples could include 
learning sales skills as a campus tour guide or being 
a project manager as an event planner on campus. 
 
Show us your impact.
Don’t just tell us what you did, describe the impact 
your work had. If possible, it’s helpful to use numbers 
to support your claims. !is could look like describing 
the number of attendees that you got to attend an 
event, how much money you handled for an activity, 
or even how many followers on social media you 
were able to get for your organization. Go beyond 
describing what you did and highlight why your work 
mattered in the activity. Use your bullet points to 
describe the impact your work had, not just what you 
did. Focus on your impact and make it measurable if 
you can. 
 
For example, “Planned annual club bake sale” is weak 
but “planned annual bake sale that raised $1,000 in 
revenue (+45% increase versus the previous year) 
and engaged 50 out of 67 club members” is strong.
 
Just the top three.
We know you’ve probably done a lot, but we want 
you to pick the activities most relevant to startup life. 
Narrow them down by focusing on instances when 
you were self-directed or entrepreneurial, where you 
took on a leadership role, or where you learned skills 
you can apply to a professional setting. 

Demonstrate your commitment.
Show us experiences where you’ve had a long-
lasting impact and stuck through something even if 
it was di#cult. For example, did you go from being a 
member of an organization and becoming a leader 
who grew membership? Were you promoted to a 
manager in your part-time job who onboarded new 
employees over multiple years?  
 
Create a clear and simple resumé.
All you need is one color, one font, one page, and a 
simple layout. 

Activities

ACTIVITIES AND RESUMÉ TIPS

Use an email address that you check 
regularly? 

Pick your top three activities where you've
made the most impact? 
 
Show us the impact you had in each activity 
either on your resumé or in the activities 
submission? 

Proofread your materials? 

ACTIVITIES CHECKLIST
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!e online application happens in two parts — the "rst is registering where you'll provide 
some basic information about you and your background. !e second is an activities and open 
response submission. 
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Education 
Simple education section works 
here because they have so much 
professional experience.

Job-Speci!c Skills 
We love to see job-speci"c skills 
and platforms – just be wary of 
listing ones that that are more 
common in the workplace (like 
Microsoft Word and Google 
Suite).

FORMATTING 
When you look at this resumé you notice how easy it is to read because 
of its simple, clean formatting. Is it Times New Roman? Yes! Will some 
people tell you that’s boring? Sure! Do hiring managers care? Nope. !ey 
just want to be able to easily read the content.

Bullet Points 
We want to see speci"c bullet 
points that don’t just say what you 
did, but why it was impactful. !is 
is a good example of speci"cally 
saying what one did. However, its a 
bit repetitive — says its 8-10 demos 
"a week" and then again says 
‘weekly basis’. You might instead 
use the space to demonstrate what 
the impact of those demos was for 
the sales team.

EXAMPLE RESUMÉ
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Contact Info 
Having your email, phone number, 
and LinkedIn easily accessible 
from your resumé makes it really 
easy for a hiring manager to 
contact you. Make their life easier 
and you’re more likely to secure 
that interview!

Online Application



!e open response question is a critical part of the application process. It helps us understand both why you 
are applying and what you hope to achieve from becoming a Venture For America Fellow. Your response is 
the "rst chance for us to get to know you beyond just the basic information.

Open Response Question

Understand Venture For America. 
Do research about VFA’s mission, cities, and Fellows. Check to make 
sure you understand why VFA hosts a Fellowship in its cities (if you 
don’t, reach out to us!). !en, re$ect on your own story and how it 
might contribute to our mission and program.

Get speci!c. 
!ere are opportunities to work in startups or start a company outside 
of our program. Tell us explicitly why becoming a Fellow makes sense 
for your career, what motivated you to apply, and why it excites you.
 
Proofread. 
Check for grammar, typos, and sentence $ow before you hit submit. 
Read it aloud to yourself and have a friend read it over for you.

OPEN RESPONSE TIPS

Response is between 300 and 400 words
 
Response shows awareness of VFA’s mission 
and why it’s your best next step
 
Illustrated how professional growth aligns 
with working at a startup or small business
 
Conveyed how personal goals line up with one 
of our 13 di%erent cities

Writing is clear, concise, and 
comprehensible 

Free of grammatical and spelling errors 

Spaces used to separate sections and 
make them more legible
 
Someone else proofreads for typos and 
consistent verb tense

CONTENT FORMATTING

OPEN RESPONSE CHECK LIST
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